QUICK CONNECT BOTTLE ADAPTOR
Mfc#: MAK-1861
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS & INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Save time changing your bottles with the Quick Connect Bottle Adaptor. The Quick Connect Bottle
Adaptor is designed to retrofit into existing water bottle system. The Quick Connect eliminates the need
to constantly twist a bottle on an off the bottle system which can cause wear and tear on the bottle and
take a lot of time.

BEFORE YOU START
A. First, ensure that the manifold adaptor (2) is securely
attached to the black lock-ring (4). Tightly twist the shorter
threaded end of (2) into (4). Place aside.
B. Next, look at the bottle adaptor (1) and ensure that the black
gasket (3) is properly seated inside the bottle adapter (1).
Place aside.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1).
2).
3).
4).

Turn water bottle system OFF to relieve bottle pressure.
Unscrew the heavy duty water bottle from the manifold.
Place the bottle adaptor (1) onto water bottle and twist it onto bottle tightly.
If using a pickup tube, feed the pickup tube through the male threaded end
of the manifold adaptor/black lock-ring (2/4) and screw it onto the manifold
(where the bottle normally screws on).
5). Secure tightly.

QUICK CONNECT
1). Now you are ready to quick connect your bottle with adaptor to the
black lock-ring.
2). In order to quick connect, simply, grasp lower black lock ring (4) with
one hand and pull up on it while pushing bottle securely into the black lock
ring with the other hand. Release black lock ring to connect to (1).
3). To remove bottle, turn dental unit OFF to release pressure. Simply
grasp lower black lock ring (4) and pull up while gently pulling down on
bottle with other hand. Note: if lower black ring does not easily move,
then pressure is still in bottle.
Note: The Quick Connect Bottle Adaptor may be quickly removed from the
water bottle system should the operator wish to convert back to the original
format or move it to a new location.
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Instructions for Quick Connect Bottle Adaptor (MAK-1861)

IMPORTANT

Depressurize bottle before removal. Turn OFF the water bottle system and allow
bottle to relieve pressure prior to removal. Adapts to most dental water bottles (use
on 28 mm thread heavy duty water bottles).
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